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Dr. Kalbus becomes new graduate 
Office of Pul-iica'i::n 
Colifcrnio S*3*e 
SO! 
California State College, San 
Bernardino is adding an associate 
dean to coordinate the rapid 
growth in its graduate programs, 
President John M. Pfau an­
nounced. 
Dr. Lee H. Kalbus, professor of 
chemistry and chairman of that 
department, this month assumes 
the new half-time position of 
associate dean of academic plan­
ning for graduate studies. The 
balance of his time will be spent in 
teaching. 
Dr. Kalbus, who joined the 
college upon its opening in 1965, 
will be the principal ad­
ministrative officer for the coor­
dination of program development, 
ix-ogram review and curriculum 
changes. He also will be involved 
with the implementation of post-
baccalaureate certificates, 
IX'ograms for graduate students 
not necessarily leading to a 
master's degree. 
Cal State, San Bernardino 
currently offers four master of arts 
{X'ograms — in administration, 
education, psychology and special 
major — and its first M.S. 
program, which is in biology. 
Since many graduate students 
are employed full-time, much of 
the advanced work is available in 
the evening and late day to allow 
teachers and other working in­
dividuals to earn master's degrees 
without missing work. 
Until Dr. Kalbus' appointment, 
all of the responsibilities for the 
graduate (X'ograms had rested 
with the dean of academic plan­
ning, Dr. Ralph Petrucci. Dr. 
Kalbus will be somewhat familiar 
with his new duties since he had 
served as acting dean of academic 
planning prior to Dr. Petrucci. 
Succeeding Dr. Kalbus as 
chairman of the Department of 
Chemistry will be Dr. Kenneth 
Mantel, who will begin his three-
year term in September. 
Dr. Mantel, a native Califomian 
and a graduate of Pomona College, 
came to Cal State in 1968 from 
UCLA where he was a research 
chemist. He earned his Ph.D. in 
l^ysical chemistry from Indiana 
University. Dr. Mantei, an 
associate professor, has been 
concerned with developing self-
paced laboratories in chemsitry 
for students to wrk ahead at their 
own speed. He currently is in­
volved in computer aK)lications in 
physical chemistry and has 
received a mini-grant to pursue 
this research. 
Dr. Kalbus, whose field is 
analytical chemistry, has been 
involved in his teaching with the 
relationship of science to other 
areas of living and learning. He 
worked with community leaders to 
develop the first professional 
tx-ograms in science-related areas 
for Cal State. 
A native of Wisconsin, Dr. 
Kalbus earned his B.S. and Ph.D. 
from the University of Wisconsin. 
He was chemistry department 
chairman at Wisconsin State 
University, Oshkosh, prior to 
coming to &n Bernardino. 
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Financial aid: 
the big pain 
Recoit campus police studies 
show a marked increase in 
reported thefts. These studies 
in^cate that 90 per cent of the 
crimes were committed in 
unlocked cars. A spokesperson for 
the police department has urged 
the Pawprint to warn students to 
lock their cars. Remember your 
loss could be someone elses gain. 
Photo by Keith E. Legerat 
Is it worth all that work ? 
Profit-loss for grads serious 
The once extensive advantage of 
acquiring a college degree appear 
to be diminishing. The situation 
threatens to pose alarming con­
sequences on our nation's colleges 
and universities. 
The cause for alarm, according 
to Atanly Nolen, a Georgetown 
University economist, is that 
students are basing the worth of 
their education on the future 
financial returns it potentially will 
bring. 
Nolen correUates that if the 
resulting rewards of education 
decrease, subsequent enrollment 
in educational institutions may 
also decrease. This phenomena 
can easily be witnessed when 
looking at this year's low at­
tendance statistics. 
Data from the U.S. Bureau of 
Census indicates that the income 
gap between degree holders and 
non-degree holders is narrowing. 
In 1970 a male college graduate. 
Between ages 25-35, had an 
average yearly earning of $11,133, 
as compared to his high s(^ool 
educated counterpart who 
averaged $8,377 — a gap of $2,756. 
By 1972 the college graduate's 
income was up to $11,553 compared 
to the high school grad's $9,451 — 
the margin decreasing to $1,102. 
Income differential displayed its 
most drastic drop since World War 
li, with ramifications being a 
decreased college enrollment. 
According to Nolen, investment 
return is an important factor in the 
By Sal 
decision to pursue a college 
credential. Attendance varies with 
the economic benefits gained 
through higher education. Another 
drawback is the rising cost of 
books and tuition; also considered 
is the income one sacrifices by 
going to school rather than 
working during that period. 
These new factors are becoming 
increasin^y important to college 
administrators. Formerly, 
decisions in forecasting future 
need for space in universities were 
made by looking at demographic 
trends and extrapolating from. 
Now a need exists to consider 
variables such as cost to earning 
IM-oportions when predicting future 
trends in student enrollment. 
(CPS) — Don't kid yourself. The 
conq^etition is tough, the rules are 
arbitrary, and the only sure winner 
is inflation which is steadily eating 
up the funds. 
But though the financial aid 
game is tricky, it can be mastered. 
There is a very good chance you 
can win a piece of the estimated $4 
billion in national financial aid 
resources for college students. 
Confusingly enough, eligibility 
requirements for scholarships and 
loans range from "resident of Dull 
County, majoring in Dull County 
history, with jreference given to 
descendants of John Ebeneezer 
Dull" to "permanent resident of 
the US." 
Since there is no national 
clearinghouse that sifts fiiroiugh 
the morass of funding prograina 
you are left with the arduous task 
of digging up potential cash 
sources yourself. 
Step number one: Begin the 
treasure hunt at your school's 
financial aid office. Most available 
financial aid is administered 
through colleges themselves, 
whether funded by their own 
resources or by federal monies. 
Since most financial aid—in fact 
all federally sponsored aid — is 
based on need, you have to prove 
your poverty. Unfortunately, your 
definition of need and the college's 
definition are likely to be different. 
First, have your parents fill out a 
questionnaire from the financial 
aid office that will determine their 
wealth — or lack of it. If you have 
left home and received no sub­
stantial financial help from mom 
or dad for 12 months, you are 
exempt from this requirement. 
Instead, you must fill out anoUier 
application on your own financial 
status. 
Your apidicafion may open the 
door to five major federal 
(X'ograms. Ask your financial aid 
officer about your chance at 
shaking some cash loose from the 
foUowing programs: 
The Basic Opportunity Grant 
(BOG) hands out up to $1400 to 
eligible students for each 
academic year. The average 
grant, however, is a miserly $450. 
Next fall, for the first time, part 
time students will also be eligible 
for BOGs, which undoubtably will 
drop the average allotment even 
lower. 
Supplementary Educational 
Opportunity Grants (SEOG) are a 
lucrative market for students with 
"exceptional financial need" — 
those witii family incomes leiss 
than $9000. The average grant is 
$6^; lucky students receive as 
much ^ $1500. 
THefh^st find for students from 
high income families is the 
Guaranteed Student Loan {X'ogram 
(GSL). Family income can reach 
$20,000 before shooting the 
eligibility requirements. 
Students apply at their school 
financial aid (^ice, and then are 
shuttled to appropriate banks 
where they may receive a 
maximum $2500 loan, but probably 
only from $1200 to $1400. Loans 
carry a seven per cent interest 
charge, and payment begins nine 
months after the student leaves 
school. 
Critics of the (x*ogram, however, 
have charged tonk officials with 
showing marked insensitivity to 
the economic needs of minority 
students and women. 
An alternative to GSLs is 
National Direct Student Loan 
(NDSL) money, which comes 
straight from the financial aid 
continued on Page 7 
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Ford overridden 
(CPS) — Vietnam-era veterans 
should now find making ends meet 
while going to school a little easier. 
TTieir lot was improved recently 
wh^ Congress overrode President 
Ford's veto of the Vietnam Era 
Veterans-Readjustment Assis­
tance Act, also known a^ the 
GI Bill. 
The principle clause of the bill 
provided a 22.7 per cent increase in 
financial benrfits for veterans 
attending school. The boost raised 
from $220 to $270 the amount a 
single veteran attending school 
receives each month. A married 
veteran will receive $321 instead of 
$261 and a married veteran with a 
child will receive $366 instead of 
$298 a month. 
The other major portion of the 
bill extended the number of months! 
a veteran may pursue a standard 
undergraduate college degree to 
45, a nine-month addition which 
does not apply to post-graduate 
work. 
Veterans covered by the act 
include four million personnel who 
served from 1955 to 1966 in the 
Korean War and another seven 
million veterans who smred since 
August, 1964, during the Vietnam 
era. 
In addition to financial in­
creases, the bill established a 
supplementary loan program 
under which eligible persons may 
obtain a loan not to exceed $600 per 
academic year and liberalized the 
tutorial assistance program under 
which veterans may receive in­
dividual tutorial help. The time 
period that such assistance is 
available has been increased from 
9 to 12 months, and the maximum 
monthly payment has been in­
creased from $50 to $60. 
Also under fiie new bill a veteran 
need only be 10 per cent disabled to 
receive vocational rehabilitation 
instead of the previous 30 per cent. 
Even with the increased 
benefits, however, some veterans 
have said the bill falls short of 
education costs and does not 
compare equally with benefits 
World War II veterans received. 
As it stands now, according to 
Dean Phillips, board member of 
the Nationgd Association of Con­
cerned Veterans, "The man 
drawing unemployment can get up 
Landlords VS. tenants: you have rights 
By Diane Auerbach 
(CPS) — "Dear Landlord, please don't put a price on my soul..." 
Hundreds of dollars. School begins and the landlords eagerly await the 
return of all the college students, eagerly anticipate, lease in hand, all 
those hundreds of dollars of security deposits. It's a happy season for 
landlords. 
Unfortunately, the landlords' cheerfulness is not generally shared by 
their new tenants. Restrictive leases, weighted with threats of eviction 
and security deposit losses, magnified by the tenant's ignorance of his 
rights, tip the balance of power heavily in favor of the landlord. 
If the landlord is adept at taking full advantage of the college housing 
squeeze, by squeezing some more himself, then the tenant must learn to 
squeeze back. 
Leases are intimidating. They are the landlord's best friend and he 
may use his superior bargaining position to force the tenant to sign a 
ridiculously restrictive lease. 
"He will tell you not to worry over a harmless, everyday 'cigar-store' 
lease," warns the New York City Super Tenant handbook, "But don't 
forget who was smoking the cigar when you signed." 
Leases are often illegal. A common clause is: "changing locks is 
prohibited." This clause ignores the fact that locks in older buildings can 
be easily opened with a plastic credit card. Money spent qn a good lock is 
well worth the tenant's annoyance at having a TV or stero stolen. 
San Francisco, for instance, recognizes the absurdity of this prohibition 
and denounces such clauses as illegal. Even so, the clause still remains in 
many San Francisco leases. 
Landlord-tenant law varies greatly from city to city and state to state. 
Lease clauses which are legal in one place are illegal in another. 
The tenant's strongest defensive weapon is: "Get it in writing." 
Responsibility for the water bill and other utilities should be decided 
before the tenant moves in and put in writing. An apartment is usually 
rented in "as is" condition. If the landlord is talked into providing paint or 
making needed repairs, a written verification helps prevent tiie landlord 
from suffering a lapse of memory. 
Security deposits are ambiguous animals. Supposedly, the landlord 
cannot deduct the cost of normal wear and tear from the deposit when the 
tenant most out. Often, though, the landlord simply regards the deposit as 
so much extra pocket money or as_an interest-free loan he has no in­
tention of paying back. So dirty walls or sinks stained by previous tenants 
are somehow transformed into wanton damage come deposit refund 
time. 
The tenant's defense against making an involuntary charitable con­
tribution to his landlord's bankbook is to draw up a written inventory of 
the apartoent's condition, noting all damages the first day he or she 
moves in. If the landlord refuses to sign, the inventory should be 
notarized and the tenant's copy kept in a safe place. 
The security desposit and futiu-e rent payments should never be paid in 
cash. Cancelled checks or the bank's microfilm records counter a lan­
dlord's claims of unpaid rent. 
Lawsuits, even in small claims court where legal counsel is not 
required, are no fun. Yet in a security deposit battle, the tenant may be 
relieved to know the burden of proof is always on the landlord. 
It is essential for tenants to know the housing laws in their city. Tenants 
unions or law schools will help decipher legal numbo-jumbo. Armed with 
legal knowledge, the tenant can then cross out illeg^ clauses before he 
signs a lease. After all, the landlord may not even realize his "cigar 
store" lease contains certain irregularities. 
If the landlord isn't grateful for such corrections or if the lease has 
already been signed, all is not lost. A fierce court case may develop over a 
lease violation but no lease is superior to law. 
Although a typical lease is mainly a long list of don't, any lease or 
monthly rental agreement binds the landlord to certain obligations. The 
tenant is owed more than just four walls, a floor and a ceiling. A tenant 
has an absolute right to adequate heat, hot water, water pressure and the 
maintenance of essential building services. 
When something Ix-eaks or deteriorates — even if it's the tenant's fault 
— the landlord must have it repaired. (The tenant may then be sued or 
billed for negligence.) If the toilet flushes ad nauseum the tenant can stop 
paying rent. 
Besides the right to working plumbing, the tenant has the legal right to 
enjoy his apartment. A tenant is required, regardless of what his lease 
says, to take an oath of silence. 
For instance, in New York City he can play music, entertain friends, 
decorate the apartment, make love, own a cat or dog, and in general, 
enjoy his own Itfestyle without hassles from the landlord. 
In Colorado and some other states, though, this right is weakened 
considerably by a no-reason eviction. A "statement of no reason" is 
complete defense for a landlord's eviction of a tenant. 
Sneaking out of a lease is tricky. The only legal method is to sublet. 
When subletting, the tenant rents his apartment to someone else. His 
right to sublet depends on permission from his landlord. 
Even if the landlord refuses, the tenant can get around this. If the 
subtenants move in and pay rent, the landlord is presumed to have ap­
proved the unauthorized sublet as soon as he cashes their rent check. 
Thus, the once illegal sublet becomes legal. 
Eviction procedures are very specific. If a tenant is thrown out of his 
apartment, he should check the eviction laws in his city. A ten day written 
notice of eviction and a court trial are often required. If the landlord 
ignores legal requirements, the eviction is illegal. 
A lockout without court eviction is also illegal. By attaching a foreign 
lock to the tenant's door, the landlord has denied the tenant access to his 
property without due process of law. 
The tenant can then break or slip the lock, free from prosecution for 
breaking into his own apartment. The tenant can be prosecuted, however, 
for slugging the landlord if the landlord discovers the break-in and tries to 
stop it. 
If events haven't reached a crisis lease-breaking or eviction stage, and 
the tenant simply wants to move out when his lease is up, a written notice 
to the landlord is advisable. Notice requirements differ in each state. If 
not given, the tenant can be held responsible for the rent even after he has 
moved out. 
to $400 per month while a vet going 
to college would be able to receive 
$270." 
"Are the priorities in our society 
so warped," asked Phillips, "that a 
man who serves his country can 
come back and collect more for not 
working and not going to school 
than for going to school under the 
GI Bill?" 
For specifics of the bill, veterans 
are urged to contact the "vet rep" 
or the Veteran's Affairs Office on 
their campus. 
Let the 
Mint-Corps 
join you 
On January 23, 1975, San Ber­
nardino Valley College will host 
Mr. Herbert White, Director of 
California Mini-Corps and his 
associate Mr. Isidro Tarango. 
They will be at SBVC to seek new 
applicants for the California Mini-
Corps. (Teacher Assistant Mini-
Corps) 
The Mini-Corps is designed to 
train students currently enrolled in 
college to give direct and 
categorical educational services to 
migrant children. 
Qualifications for admittance 
into the Mini-Corps are: 
1. Must be enrolled as a full time 
student in an institution of high^ 
education. 
2. Have a financial need in order 
to continue your education. 
3. Be a citizen of the United 
States or meet resident criteria. 
4. Your goal must be as a teacher 
of education. 
5. Should be able to communicate 
in English and Spanish. 
Mini-Corpsmen will be selected 
if the above criteria is met and in 
addition, 3 units of college credit 
will be given. Mini-Corpsmen will 
be granted a stipened, not to ex­
ceed $1,125.00 according to the 
number of weeks they serve 
migrant children. Mini-Corps is 
nine weeks long and they will be 
responsible for paying bWd and 
lodging while in tiie field. If you 
think you do not qualify, come in 
anyway because you might. 
For more information contact 
the Centro (Chicano Cultural 
Onter) at San Bernardino Valley 
College. Phone 885-0231, Ext. 233, 
as soon as possible and leave 
name, address, and your phone 
number so we can contact you as to 
what time the meeting will be. 
MUd Manner Bill Thomas holds up an entire chalkboard with a single hand. Photo by Keith E. Legerat 
Faculty interview 
Superman cornered 
in phone booth 
By Sal Bellia 
Some people have the suspicion 
that William Thomas, journalist 
lecturer and T.V. writer, is really 
Clark Kent in disguise, but there is 
no way to be sure of this. We are 
sure though, that the instructor of 
Gal State's only journalism course, 
is the Sunday Editor of the Sun 
Telegram, was formerly 
publications director of Ripon 
College, winner of the Dumont 
Fellowship, and editor of Arizona 
State U's daily newspaper. 
We asked the suspected super­
hero how he came to be a journalist 
instructor at CSCSB. Thomas 
replied that the intrepid Dr. White, 
who may in reality be Perry White 
of the "Daily Planet", was 
ix'oceeding to conquer a mountain 
peak in Idaho when he stumbled 
into a strange little man named 
Geehan. Dr. White, naturally, 
asked this nymph-like man to 
recommend someone with unor-
dinary characteristics, to teach the 
projected journalism course at Cal 
State. Geehan knew that the job 
called for one capable of changing 
the course of mighty rivers and 
bending steel in his tere hands. He 
therefore recommended Thomas 
for the position. 
Taking time off from his 
responsibilities of protecting tee 
universe from crime and in­
justices, Thomas plans on teaching 
a magazine writing course next 
quarter. He is attempting to ex­
pand the number of newspaper 
related courses at the school in 
order to create a journalism 
department. 
Thomas feels that the various 
forms of mass communications 
shape public opinion "From tee 
cradle to the grave". This fact 
should be recognized by educ-
tutional institutions in order to 
stress tee importance of learning 
about media in the classroom. 
He cited the refusal of the press 
to stop reporting Watergate 
related information under 
government pressure as 
newspapers' most recent 
acheivment. He feels that 
newspapers are a historical 
document acting as a permanent 
record of events. Papers are 
capable of a more in-depth 
analysis of events than tee tame-
limited, electronic media. 
Cub reporter Jimmy Olsen asked 
Bill what he thought about tee 
recent influx of police stores on the 
tube. Thomas relieved the 
paranoic Olsen of his suspicions 
teat government was controlling 
mass media when he replied teat 
tee reason for showing big time 
law busts on tee tube was purely a 
monetary one. 
The ever-present Lois Lane 
asked Bill about tee future of 
journalism. After unraveleingcthe 
telephone cord which was 
strangling cub reporter Olsen, 
Thomas replied teat fewer people 
would be needed in jx-oduction 
because of aiitonration, but that 
money saved through technical 
improvements would be used for 
better news gathering facilities. 
Olsen, still flushed, asked 
Thomas what his responsiblilities 
were as an editor. The strange 
visitor from another planet replied 
teat selecting relevant news of 
public interest, rather than tee 
"National Enquirer's" sen­
sationalism was the krux of his 
function. 
Bill briefly discussed the im­
portance of photo journalism and 
the tendency to" avoid the con­
tinuation of the gray pages papers 
of the past. 
Bill, who lives in Wrightwood 
and is tee father of two boys, en­
joys backpacking, skiing, and 
scuba diving. 
After telling us about his talk 
with Alice Cooper last year, the 
three of us, Clark Kent, Jimmy 
Olsen, and Lois Lane, concluded 
our interview and finally stepped 
out of tee phone booth for some 
relieving fresh air. 
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Table of intoxicants 
Is there really nothing to do in San Berdoo? A PawPrint investigative 
team ventured out into tee streets of the flourishing metropolis to confirm 
or deny this observation. 
Here are the results: 
SMUGGLERS INN, 1980 Waterman 
Geared for older singles 25-30 
Music - Soft rock; Horatio 
Price - No cover, drinks 1.20-2.00 . k ki.« ipans 
Dress - Sport coats, etc. Look as if you have a job. No blue jeans, 
tanktops, sandals, or shorts. 
Decor - Pirate.-Restaurant and coffee shop 
Comment - Drink 6 cups of coffee to stay awake before 10:30, afterwards 
tee band livens up. 
TONY'S STORE, Orange Show Rd. Exit of Frwy. 
Average age 21-27 
Music - Rock band and dancing; Loop City 
Price - No cover, drinks $1.20 - $1.50 
Dress - Anything appropriate 
Decor - Newport Beach moves to San Bernardino 
Comment - A touch of old Mexico with an excellent nine piece band. 
THE PLANTATION 
Singles 23-29 
Price - No cover $.75 well drinks on Tuesdays 
Music - Rock band; Tangerine 
Dress - Casual preferred; no dress code 
Decor - Double bar, candlelight atmosphere 
Comment - Pick-up spot for San Bernardino stylers 
THE FAMILY DOG, "E" Street 
Ages 18-24 
Music - Hard Rock 
Price - Cover charge $1.50 
Dress - Goodwill preferred 
Decor - Austere fallout shelter 
Comment - Drive your low-rider to tee front door and stride on in. 
EROS BOGART, "E" and 10th Street 
Ages 18-25 
Music - L.A. Rock Bands; Idyllwild South 
Price - Cover charge, beer $2.25 a pitcher 
Dress - Whatever you've got on 
Decor - Semi-finished basement, large dance floor 
Comment - Two Seconals and a pitcher of beer and mingle with the crowd. 
By this time the die-hard team wavered slightly, but determination led 
teem on. 
PENNY UNIVERSITY, Base Line and "F" 
Ages 18-30 
Music - Folk rock, change of band weekly 
Price - Cover charge for music $1.00 on Wednesday and Thursday - $2.00 
on weekends 
Dress - Organic 
Decor - Intimate smoky atmosjrfiere 
Comment - Kick back, relax, and forget you're in San Bernardino 
WANT A RIDE? 
The ASB carpool committee 
signed up 72 students during 
registration this quarter. If you did 
not get signed up to share a ride, 
save energy, and make a friend' 
you still can by stoj^ing by the 
ASB office. The office is open 8-12 
Monday-Friday and 2-4 Monday-
Thursday. 
ATTENTION: 
USERSOFTHE ASB 
BOOK caop 
You can receive your money or 
unsold books in the ASB office until 
Jan. 24te. Drop by between 8 and 12 
Monday through Friday. 
Job for Vet 
Any Vietnam era veteran, with a B.A. 
interested in applying for the position of 
Veteran's Coordinator on this campus, 
contact the personnel office. 
College Student 
Insurance Service 
( COPIES 
^ 2 . 9 5  p  1 0 0  
3 I 4 H . '  E  S T .  8  
P oTiqinol 
84 - 5215  
SAINT VmCENT DE PA ULS 
2379 Pennsylvania Ave., 
Riverside 787-8483 
[GOOD QUALITY, 
CLOTHES, 
CHEAP PRICES 
FURNITURE, APPLIANCES 
THEATER COSTUMES 
Dtocovntcd iBsurancc met to FuH-Tiioe 
end ASB sedeat aMaben. 
We Alto baodle lasoraace Ritki 
Offket: 
7601 Arlington Ave. 
Riverside, Ca. 92503 
Phone (714) 687-7244 
207O4 San jQie Rd. 
Phone t714) 
Walnut, Ca. 
Across from Mt.Sac 
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Students and staff 
caught in the act of 
dribbling all over 
the gym floor. 
Photos by Keith Legerat 
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Intramural schedule 
Event Day(s) Time tLocation Sign Up Dates Starting 
Tentative 
Men'sBesketbatI W, F 3:00-6:00 p.m. Big Gym Dec. 24-Jan. 20 Jan. 22 
Women's Basketball M 4:00-6:00 p.m. Big Gym Dec. 24-Jan. 24 Jan. 27 
Volleyball Triples (Co-ed) Th 3:00-6:00 p.m. Big Gym N.A. Jan. 9 
Table Tennis T 4:00-6:00 p.m. Big Gym Jan. 13-Jan. 27 Jan. 28 
Bowling . F 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. San Hi Lanes N.A. Feb. 7 
Chess F Noon Commons Jan. 29-Feb. 12 Feb. 14 
Hearts M, W Noon Commons N.A. Jan. 20 
Archery Th 1:00-5:00 p.m. Field N.A. Feb. 27 
Tennis Singles TBA TBA Courts Feb. 3 Feb. 14 Feb. 17 
Extramural Volleyball TBA Evenings Fontana For more information, come 
to Power Volleyball 
Ski Club W Noon Commons 2nd and 4th Wednesday of 
Basketball Exhibition each month 
CSCSB vs. LAPD F 7:00 p.m. Big Gym January 31 
Recreation M 7:00-9:00 p.m. All Facilities Jan. 13 
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The vinyl shortage 
By John Woodhouse 
Don McLean 
Before we hit the big time, a little 
warning of things to come. I will be 
ganizing a record swap-meet on 
campus fairly soon. Here's your 
chance to unload all those weird 
albums that have been gobbling up 
needed space. Watch this space for 
details! 
=ire on the Mountain 
:harlie Daniels Band, 
<ama Sutra Records 
The Charlie Daniels Band is 
another southern group who is 
itching to let you know that the 
South has risen again, not in the 
manner conmionly expected, but 
in its massive coup of the laurels of 
contemporary rock music. Who 
would have imagined that with the 
emergence of the Allman Brothers 
to prominence, the rock world 
would be shaken to the core as 
droves of exuberant, energising 
bands niadly scrambled to jam up 
the airwaves with the sweet strains 
of Dixie rock. 
In no time at all, a vast pool of 
talent appeared with musicians 
freely floating between each 
other's studio and live ap-
pearences. Charlie Daniels fiddle 
playing has lately bolstered many 
a recording, Marshall Tucker and 
Elvin Bishop both made full use of 
his talents on their lat albums. 
Thus with "Fire on the Mountain", 
assorted members of Marshall 
Tucker, Lynard Skynard and the 
Allman Brothers, happily pull out 
the stops to add radiant touches to 
the C.D. Band's achievement. 
Opening the album, Caballo 
Diablo sets the mood with a wild 
tale of the search for a famous wild 
horse. As the band merrily zips 
along, Daniel's gravelly tones 
unravel this western tinged epic. 
Generally, this recording mixes 
bouncing country numbers with 
heavier rockers, markedly 
modelled after the Allman's 
famous lineup of dual guitars and 
drums. 
much these tracks almost make 
you want to catch the next iidane 
out to Austin. Not to be typecast^ 
they are just as at home with 
outragious a cappella gospel 
numbers like 'Will there by any?' 
which pleads for the idtimate 
answer from the Lord - "will there 
be any middle up there?". Most of 
the following tracks are as 
humorous in their lyric content; 
National Lampoon could easily be 
out of business if these boys ever 
got into their medium. 
Side two is even funnier. 'Wingin' 
it home to Texas' must contain the 
greatest chorus line ever: -
"Wingin it home to Texas, home on 
the mornin plane, wingin it home to 
Texas and they lost my bags 
again; that Dallas airport sucks!" 
This last line is sung with each 
word matching a downward note so 
that "Sucks" hits the bottom of the 
base scale. Wow! 
"Walkers Collectibles" is 
definitely the ultimate late night 
party record. Any bozo with a tin 
whistle can bust a gut having such 
a good time, screaming along to 
these tracks, and especially on the 
finale, 'O.D.Corral'. Picture a 
bunch of drunken guys, slouched at 
4 a.m. in some cantina on the 
Texas-Mexican border and your 
half way to getting the idea. Songs 
such as this easily prove that Jerry 
Jeff's latest incarnation bears 
serious comparison with the Band 
in their musical and laical in­
terpretation of rural America. 
Any southern band worth their 
salt appears to have a need to 
•extoll the virtues ol hippiedom and 
the South in general. We thus 
discover from 'Georgia', that a 
man's a man down there under the 
peach blossoms and long hair is 
eulogized on 'Long haired country 
boy', a shield to Merle Haggards 
'Okkie'l The musicianship is 
superb on these cuts as on the rest 
of the album, though 'The South's 
gonna do it' is a standout, 
rockabilly blues spurred along by 
Daniel's royal fid^e playing. 
The bluegrass classic, 'Orange 
Blossom Special' is tucked in at the 
close of "Fire on the Mountain" 
and as such, it is an amusing hors 
d'oeuvre set amongst the pearls 
surrounding it. AND, if this 
weren't a grand enough bargain, 
an extended 45 is thrown in, 
featuring the C.D. Band jamming 
in Nashville with a whole bunch of 
famous southern musicians! No 
doubt about it, Charlie Daniels 
isn't going to remain in obscurity 
for too long. 
"Walkers Collectibles" 
Jerry Jeff Walker, 
MCA 
The cover gives it away; a 
drunken cowboy irops up a junk 
sign in a disused Texan field. Yes, 
Jerry Jeff is hitting it again and 
this time, no less than a Inaster-
piece is the end result. Being part 
of the 'new' country music which 
burst triumphantly a few years 
back, he manages to leap through 
many a musical barrier with ease. 
Don't be upset if all you can 
discern on first listening, is a 
bunch of boisterous drunks having 
a good time. This is only part of the 
truth. These guys (J.J. and his Lost 
Gonzo Band) know how to lay back 
a treat and also whip up a riot like 
Creedence Clearwater only hinted 
at! 
Two dynamite rockers, 
'Salvation Army Band' and 'Rock 
me roll me' open either side of 
"Walkers Collectibles". The Lost 
Gonzo Band shake the walls so 
"Homeless Brother" 
Don McLean ^ 
United Artists 
From the amount of promotion 
bubbling around the music world 
we are led to infer that this is the 
Big One. If you were inclined to 
believe that 'American Pie' was 
the only tour de force this humble 
folk singer could produce, score 
zero. Even though he sank into 
relative oblivion after that bomb­
shell, tossing out a couple of 
albums of no great merit, he was 
marshalling his energy for the 
majestic comeback, the 
resurrection of the Noble minstrel! 
"Homeless Brother" is a classic 
of its genre, sentimental folk music 
executed to perfection. Two 
themes are generally exj^ored -
the harsh life of the often forgotten 
American transient and the 
spellbinding joy of innocent love. 
However one may wish to praise 
the album, the incongruity of this 
mixture is rather perturbing and 
leads to speculation about whether 
one subject would ha\'e sufficed. 
The Hobo theme is examined in the 
title cut, on "The Legend of An­
drew McCrew' and to a lesser 
extent on George Harrison's 
'Sunshine Life for me'. 
McLean's compositions couple 
the glamour of the mythical search 
for freedom with the severe glare 
of reality. Pete Seeger adds a 
background vocal to the cut 
'Homeless Brother' which suc­
cinctly evokes the keen 
proselytising of the Woody 
Guthrie's of the 50's. 'The Legend 
of Andrew McCrew' was inspired 
by a bizarre New York Times 
ariicle about a hobo who, being 
mummified after a train accident, 
became a side show attraction at 
local Texas fairs. With such a 
story, no one could go wrong and 
McLean manages to paint a fitting 
tribute to the "8th wonder of the 
world." 
To my mind, the last song is pale 
when set aside his former tracks. 
None of them would give Rod 
McKuen heartburn, though the 
trite "La La Love You' comes close 
with a poetic style which barely 
surpasses men's room graffiti. One 
of the most outstanding cuts on 
side two is Artie Glen's 'Crying in 
the Chapel' and a cappella gem 
with The Persuasions crooning 
along behind McLean. 'Did you 
know' closes the album; McLean 
softly sings and stnims an acoustic 
guitar while a sax toodles in the 
background. This restrained 
musical formula is employed 
throu^out and is a tribute to the 
over-all production which never 
clutters McLean's vocal style or 
the message he offers us. At last, 
he has found a satisfying niche. 
"Streetlife Serenade" 
Billy Joel 
Columbia 
For some years now, Billy Joel 
has been tinkering around at the 
lower rungs of stardom. "Streetlife 
Serenade" might well alleviate 
this situation with its sublime 
collage of musical snapshots of 
L.A. life, painted in all its tawdry 
glory. As a keyboard musician, he 
can do little wrong. While he is a 
very competent organ player, 
offering none of the dazzling 
pyrotechniques of a Rick 
Wakeman, his more successful 
numbers feature his excellent 
piano work. Most of this playing is 
tinged with a classical flavor as on 
the track 'Street life Serenade,' 
and could be favorably compared 
to Elton John's early works before 
the electronic computer revanuied 
that dark horse. 
The views of L.A. are scattered 
on both sides of the album. 'Los 
Angelenos' portrays the gharish 
decadence of the opulent upper-
middle classes gagging in their 
mountain retreats while 'Great 
Surburban Showdown' is a 
touching satire of Sunday subur­
ban boredom conjures up both love 
and hatred of this institution. 
'Weekend Song' is a "let's boo^e 
on Saturday night" with a twist. 
The illusory freedom of the 
weekend is paid for by the 9-5 grind 
of countless years of abject slavery 
to the capitalist machine. Besides 
this perceptive scanning of L.A.; 
Joel's eagle eye leaves no stone 
unturned. The knife even lands 
close to his own heart, 'The En­
tertainer' highlights the mer­
cenary side of rock show biz where 
a wise strategy mi^t be to get in 
as many kills as possible before 
you hit the back of the bargain 
racks. 
Joel Includes a mesmerizing 
homage to Scott Joplin, 'Root Beer 
Rag' which would probably have 
Joplin smiling in his grave with its 
pensive steel guitar crying in the 
background. "Streetlife Serenade" 
finishes with 'Mexican Con­
nection,' an interesting Latin-
inspired instrumental which shojld 
be takn up as L.A.'s theme song. At 
the very least, some late night t.v. 
show might discover it and 
hopefully, propel this caustic 
Angeleno into the cosmis con­
sciousness. 
Dave Mason 
Dave Mason at Swing 
this Friday 
Dave Mason, one of the fine 
singers-guitarists from Ei^land, 
will headline a concert Jan. 24 at 
Swing Auditorium in San Ber­
nardino. 
The show, which starts at 8 p.m., 
is being presented by Wolf & 
Rissmiller Concerts of Beverly 
Hills. 
Mason first gained recc^nition in 
1987 with the formation of Traffic, 
being an integral force in the band. 
A couple years later he joined the 
Delaney & Bonnie and Friends tour 
with Eric Clapton, followed by a 
stint with Derek & the Dominoes. 
A fine writer as well as per­
former, Mason has recorded 
several beautiful albums, his latest 
on Columbia being "Dave Mason." 
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Veteran's Corner 
by Hassell W. Painter/ Vet Rep. 
According to tiie Veterans Ad­
ministration Newsletter Veterans 
Education No 22-74-1, the profile of 
the Vietnam era veteran in June 
1974 was as follows: 
7.1 million Vietnam era 
veterans 
27.1 per cent of all war 
veterans (1 of 4) are Vietnam era 
36.1 per cent of Vietnam era 
vets served in Southeast Asia 
Served an average of 33 
months on active duty 
29 years old 
2 of 3 are married 
more than 1 child 
Lives in the city 
A personal median Income of 
about $8,860 and a family median 
income of about $10,790 in calendar 
year 1973 
Has attained a high school 
education plus 1 s^ester of 
college 
Only 1 of 8 did not complete 
high school 
Education is the most 
frequently used readjustment 
ben^it 
3.8 million vets and service 
personnel have spent 8.3 billion 
dollars to date under the GI bill 
53.2 per cent (includeing 
486,000 service personnel) takes 
advantage of the GI bill 
47.6 per cent Vietnam era vets 
go to sclwol as opposed to 36.9 per 
cent World War II vets 
57.7 per cent in school are in 
college 
27.4 per cent of total go to 
college as opposed to 14.3 per cent 
of WW n vets 
Fewer OJT than WW n vets 
(5.1 per cent to 9.1 per cent) 
Fewer take farm training (0.2 
per cent to 4.4 per cent) 
What's it all mean - statistics are 
what the user makes them. Is there 
a greater desire for higher 
education among the Viet nam era 
veteran or does survival in today's 
civilization require the veteran to 
seek the degree? Or both? Does the 
shift away from the OJT and farm 
training epitomize a move to the 
city and to the white-from blue-
coUar jobs? Are we moving even 
more rapidly into an age of paper 
and papermills and away from the 
my-own-plot-of-ground years? 
Statistics are simply numbers on 
paper that speak many languages. 
Each language depending on the 
eye that sees and the ear that 
filters what the eye chooses not to 
see. 
Possibly we should look for what 
is not there. Not there are 46.8 per 
cent of the men and women we 
served with. Now just for the sake 
of argument, is it possible that 
another 3,322,800 people with a 
higher education or better job 
training could make a difference to 
this country, this world? Maybe 
the difference to recession, in­
flation, ignorance, or simply the 
non-use of intelligence? 
If you read the ix-etty numbers 
and see the same unstown num­
bers I see as an individual, then tell 
someone. Tell 'em they can go to 
school, get OJT, apprenticeship, 
farm training. You don't have to 
know the details. Send them to tl>e 
schools, ^ive the toll free Los 
Angeles VA number (884-4874), tell 
them to ask. For, if we educate the 
world, might not the world's in­
telligence express itself more 
readily? 
Information and applications for 
the $600 loan for Veteran's recently 
allocated, contact the Veteran's 
Affairs office. 
Plan for a magickal evening 
Godspell: a theatrical 
revelation comes to S.B. 
Tickets are now on sale for San 
Bernardino Civic Light Opera's 
ix'oduction of the musical spec­
tacular, "Godspell," one of the 
major long-running Broadway hits 
of ^e last decade. 
"Godspell," Civic Light Opera's 
mid-winter production, opens for a 
limited engagement, Feb. 14 
through Feb. 22, at the California 
Theatre of Performing Arts in San 
Bernardino. 
Acclaimed by critics, educators, 
clergy, and audiences throughout 
the United States and other 
countries for its joyful message, 
loving spirit, youthful exuberance, 
and simple sincerity, this musical 
celebration ran as long in London 
as in New York. "Godspell," which 
thrilled theatregoers everywhere it 
played, was presented in 17 other 
On with the shew 
All roles have been cast in "She 
Stoops to Conquer," with the ex­
ception of the part of Dick 
Muggins. Amanda Rudisill, 
Director, asks that anyone in­
terested in the part contact her 
through the Drama Dept. Office, 
FA-162. Following is the cast list 
for the Winter production: Randi 
Redfern, Deborah Stephens, Keri 
Grunest, Kathleen Onder, Mike 
Metcalf, Johnny Pipkin, Kurt 
Nelson, John Finn, Keith O'Camb, 
Steve Jacobsen, Ken Eldred, Paul 
DeMeo and Richard Brown. 
Production dates are February 
27 and 28, March 1; March 5-8. 
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cities during the first year of its 
epic-making New York run. 
"The rollicking music for which 
'Godspell' became so well known, 
forms the pulsating force behind 
this radiant musical miracle," said 
Jack Bunch, internationally noted 
director-choeographer who is 
mounting the all-new CLO 
production. 
Songs like "Day By Day," which 
became popular after the original 
cast album was released, promp­
ted one critic to report "the music 
varies from operetta to rock, and 
from country to eastern style with 
a kind of fervor." 
The "Godspell" cast album won 
a Grammy Award for best musical 
score and became, in 1972, the only 
cast album on die charts. 
Tickets for "Godspell" are now 
on sale and can be purchased at the 
Civic Light Opera Box Office, 2079 
North E Street, San Bernardino, 
phone 882-2545. A special 10 percent 
discount is being offered to those 
purchasing tickets in groups of 30 
or more according to C. Dale 
Jenks, CLO general manager. 
Tickets can also be purchased at 
Karris', San Bernardino, 
Redlands, and Riverside; all 
Mutual Agencies; and the 
following agencies: San Ber­
nardino Hilton Hotel; Chamber of 
Commerce, Ontario; Chamber of 
Commerce, Fontana; Valley 
Music Center, Hemet; Kaiser 
Recreation Center, Fontana; 
Desert Valley Camera & Record 
Shop, Victorville; Victor Smith 
Music & Camera, Barstow; and the 
University of California, River­
side. 
Zoecklein will 
teach the teachers 
How to listen and how to respond 
effectively will be taught in a 
counseling workshop for teachers 
offered by Cal State, San Ber­
nardino in Colton beginning Feb. 7. 
Positive personal relationships, 
not only with students, but with 
parents and other teachers, is the 
goal of the three week-end course, 
which will include reading from 
Haim Ginott, William Glasser and 
Thomas Gordon. 
Boyce A. Baldwin, counselor for 
the Riverside County Regional 
Opportunity Program, is in-
s^ctor. 
Meetings will be held in the 
multi-purpose room of the Paul J. 
Rogers Elementary School on 
Fridays, 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. and 
Saturdays, 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Feb. 
7 and 8, 21 and 22 and March 7 and 
8. 
The class offers three units of 
extension credit in education for a 
fee of $56.25. A free brochure with 
information on this and other 
courses in the area may be ob­
tained by phoning or writing the 
college. 
Calendar 
Tuesday Jan. 21 
Christian Life Club Mtg. 
Hypertension Clinic 
Tuesday "Happening" 
BBQ & Band 
Faculty Senate Mtg. 
Wednesday Jan. 22 
Hypertension Clinic 
Newman Club Mtg. 
Board of Councillors Mtg. 
Emergency I.O.C. Meeting 
All meml)ers must attend 
Thursday Jan. 23 
So. California Deans Mtg. 
Christian Life Club Mtg. 
Lecture & Film 
w-Four Iris Americans 
lECFF Mtg. 
12 Noon 
8 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
11 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
2:30 p.m. 
8 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
12 noon 
1:30 - 5 p.m. 
8 a.m. - 4 p.m. 
12 noon 
3 p.m. - 5 p.m. 
LC-277 
C-219 
Commons 
Patio 
LC-500 
C-219 
LC-277 
C-104,125,126 
SS-171 
Lc-277 
7 p.m. -10 p.m. C-104 
Woodpushers Anonymous Chess Games 7 p.m. -11 p.m. SS-Atrium 
Encounter Group Starting 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. PS-227 or Ext. 416 
Friday Jan. 24 
Film "Golden Voyage of Sinbad" 7:30 p.m. 
Saturday Jan. 25 
Upward Bound Mtg. 9 a.m. - 12 noon 
for appointment 
PS-10 
LC-27 
1470 E. Highland Ave San Bernardino/ Calif. 
GEORGE'S 
PLANTATION SMORGASBORD 
and Mint Julep Room 
Jan. 20 - Feb. 2 Tangerine 
( 5 m e n ) 
Feb. 3 - Feb. 16 The Bad Guys 
(5 men) 
SPECIAL SHOW FEB. 5 & 6 AL WILSON 
continued from Page ^ 
office at only three percent in­
terest. NDSLs have benefited 
freshmen and low income students, 
who are usually ^ored by loan 
officers at banks. 
The College Work Study 
program {X'ovides summer jobs 
and part time work during the 
academic year. For an average 15 
hours a week, students can e]q)ect 
to earn $600 a year. 
If you're transferring, don't be 
afraid to ask for financial aid; it 
won't harm your chances of ad­
mission. Most institutions keep 
their admissions and financial aid 
decisions separate. Also, be sure to 
check the college catalogue of 
schools you're looking at for 
scholarship listings. 
Step two: Don't stop your search 
yet. Many financial aid advisors 
know little about the world that 
exists outside their office doors. 
Millions of dollars are donated to 
studeijts every year from 
organizations, businesses and 
other sources. 
For instance, every state has a 
scholarsh^ program of some kind. 
If your financial aid officer craps 
out, write to your state's depart­
ment of education for details. 
Step three: Nose around your 
home town for clubs or churches 
which give money to area students. 
The Kiwanis, Rotary, Elks and 
Lion's clubs and the I^A are often 
generous. 
Step four: Encourage your 
parents to inquire at work about 
scholarships. Many to area 
students. 
Step four: Encourage your 
parents to inquire at work about 
scholarships. Many businesses 
provide for the college-aged 
children of their employees. 
Step five: If the m^tary life 
appeals to you, ROTC, the Navy-
Marine Scholarsh^ Pro^am and 
the Women's Army Corp Student 
Officer Program all pay hand­
somely. Contact your local 
recruiter. 
Step six: A little-publicized 
Social Security program provides 
monthly income for students whose 
mother or father are dead or 
receive benefits for disability or 
retirement. Contact your local 
Social Security office. 
Step seven: Spend a day at the 
library, which abounds in books 
listing grants given to students of a 
particular race or nationality or 
who are pursuing a certain oc­
cupation. 
Scholarships, Fellowships and 
Loans lists available cash 
categorized according to your 
major, as does the Annual Registry 
of Grant Support. The National 
Register of Scholarships and 
Fellowships names thousands of 
financial aid programs, complete 
with deadlines and detailed 
eligibility requirements. 
But don't consult any book 
published before 1972; foundation 
grants change drastically over the 
years. 
Step eight: Spend 50 cents for one 
of the most up-to-date listings of 
financial aid sources: a pamphlet 
called "Need a Lift?" Write to the 
American Legion Educational and 
Scholarship Program, In­
dianapolis, IN 46206. 
Step nine: If you have a spare 
$40, you can sign up for the ser­
vices of the Scholarship Search 
Corporation. This company, the 
only one of its kind in the country, 
fee^ your application into a 
computer stocked with data about 
250,000 scholarships. Search 
guarantees to weed out at least five 
scholarships for which you are 
eligible and a maximum of 25. No 
state or federal {X'ograms are 
listed. 
Forty percent of the students 
who ai^ly to Search eventually win 
financial aid from the sources 
provided, according to the 
National Student Educational 
Fund. Write to the company at 7 W. 
51st St., New York, NY 10019. 
Step ten: Get moving. The 
deadline for most financial aid 
applications falls in January or 
February. 
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A.S.B. corner 
The A.S.B. Preisdent, Judi 
Jones, has called a special election 
to be held Felniiary 3rd and 4th. 
This election is for constitution 
revision to allow graduate student 
representation on AS Senate, 
Executive Cabinet and Com­
mittees. "Taxation without 
reix'esentation has be» a cause of 
conflict for centuries. I have now 
been trying to get graduates of­
ficially included in ASH for about a 
year, now finally the question will 
be decided" said Judi Jones. A 
{x-eference poll questioneer wUl 
also be distributed at the election. 
Associated Students office hours 
for the Winter quarter: Monday • 8-
12, 24; Tuesday - 8-12, 24; Wed­
nesday - 8-12, 24; Thursday - 8-12, 
24; and Friday - 8-12. 
The extention is 347. 
Foreign films accented 
"Juliet of the Spirits," the Italian 
{reduction which stars Giuletta 
Masina, is the Feb. 15 {resentation 
in the foreign film series. The film 
World food lecture 
Dr. Gaylord P. Whitlock, an 
Extension Nutritionist at the 
University of California-Davis, will 
be the guest speaker on January 
22, 1975, at a special lecture 
sponsored by the Inter-Agency 
Nutrition Council of San Ber­
nardino County in cooperation with 
Health Services-Education Ac­
tivity, Inc. 
Dr. Whitlock is the second of 
several speakers scheduled for 
appearances in San Bernardino as 
guests of the Inter-Agency 
Nutrition Council. 
Hie lecture will begin at 7:30 
p.m. in the Harris' Company 
Auditorium in the basement of the 
store. Dr. Whitlock will speak on 
"The Search For An International 
Nutrition Policy". The public is 
invited. 
tells the story of a woman's 
discovery that her adored husband 
is having an affair and her search 
for new self-realization. The quest 
leads her into painful encounters 
with the subconscious and spiritual 
worlds. Federico Fellini directs. 
A French film, "Les Bonnes 
Femmes," will be shown March 8 
and an Argentina release, "End of 
Innocence," April 12. An evening of 
outstanding short films from Latin 
America, France, Colombia and 
Austria will be {X'esented May 3. 
All of the feature films have 
Er^ish subtitles and the short 
subjects are in pantomime or with 
En^ish narration. 
The referendum is coming! f 
rc^i I r[^ [ 1 [[3 ^ 
got a plan 
to make your banking easier. 
V-s", 
The College Plan^ 
What we've got is a very V 
special package of service's \ 
designed specifically for col- X 
lege students. We call it th( 
College Plan, and here's what 
makes it so special: 
The College Plan 
Checking Account. 
First you get completely 
unlirriited checkwriting for 
just $1 a month. (Free during 
June, July and August.) You get 
monthly statements. And the account ^ 
stays open through the summer even 
with a zero balance, so you don't 
have to close it in June, reopen it in 
the fall. 
Personalized College Plan Checks 
are included at a very low cost. Scenic or 
other style checks for a little more. 
BankAmericard® Next, if you're a qualified student of 
sophomore standing or higher, yoU can also get 
BankAmericard. Use it for tuition at state universities, for 
check cashing identification and everyday purchases. Con­
servative credit limits help you start building a good credit 
history. 
Overdraft Protection. This part of the package helps you 
avoid bounced checks, by covering 
all your checks up to a prearranged limit. 
Educational Loans. Details on 
Studyplan® and Federally In­
sured loans are available from, 
any of our Student Loan 
Offices. 
pavings Accounts. All 
our plans provide easy 
ways to save up for holi­
days and vacations. 
Student Represent­
atives. Finally, the Col­
lege Plan gives you individual 
help with your banking problems. 
Usually students or recent gradu­
ates themselves, our Reps are located 
at all our major college offices and are 
easy to talk with. 
Now that you know what's included, why 
one of our college offices, meet your Student 
Rep, and get in our College Plan. It'll make your banking a 
lot easier. 
Depend on us. More California college 
students do. 
BANKOF AMERICA 0] 
SANK OF AMERICA NT« SA MEMBER POIC 
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battlefield of opinion 
6t^*rv*»rxtirtt«T*»«sT* in*in*iy\*>n»tfti>^»rv«i 
Conditioning 
for war? 
By Bob Geggie 
The Sun Telegram 
An insidious breath is defiling the climate of a country whose ideals are 
rooted in belief that the people within it must be free and in the cause of 
freedom outside it amor^ all other nations and their peoples. 
That country is ours. 
For some weeks now in the news and in the articles of commentators 
and columnists, the imjx'ession has ripened that the United States is 
willing to undertake military action of pure aggression. 
Such a war would be against Arabian nations, the precious oil of which 
is now priced out of reason to the extent that purchase of the necessary 
fuel threatens to bankhipt industrialized countries dependent upon it for 
energy. 
And with this, the threat of disaster for emerging nations unable to pay 
the price. 
Paralleling these threats is another: that the great profits in billions 
and billions of dollars flowing to the Arabs must be spent or invested 
some way and that, cleverly used, they could be employed in economic 
conquest of the rest of the world. 
This is oversimplification, of course, but a fairly accurate distillation of 
the most complex and unexpected international crisis in recent times. 
So we have been reading and hearing that, as a last resort, to furnish oil 
to the non-Arab world at a cost it can afford our country would consider 
taking over the Arabian oil fields and refineries by armed might. Oil 
facilities would be destroyed during the attack, but in a few months could 
be put back in operation. 
And there is lurking in the whole situation the peril of a confrontation 
with the Soviet Union and the horror of World War III. 
Yes it has been a war. One side 
has fought with the harshness of 
the criminal law; the other side 
has fought back with long drags of 
flouting defiance. 
Marijuana 
Reform 
The thought of acquiring Arabian oil by force did not arise out of the 
roaming imaginations of those in the responsible news media. Theire is 
the job of reporting and commenting upon what comes to their attention. 
For this reason, it perhaps is time to question just how those current 
speculations were generated. Columnist William Rusher has come to a 
similar conclusion. 
It became more apparent each day, as speculations grew in number, 
that in all likelihood they were founded upon hints, suggestions, casually 
dropped remarks, words here and there in various statements — from 
somewhere in hi^ government places. 
They culminated with Secretary of State Henry Kissinger declarmg a 
military take-over of the oil would be dangerous but that it is not ruled 
out. 
This was outrageous enough, but it was echoed by President Ford's 
declaring in part that "throughout history nations have gone to war over 
natural advantages..." 
At last the possibility was in the open — officially. 
Should the United States ever take this course, it naturally would be 
cloaked with self-righteous, pious reasons. It would be clothed as this 
nation's sacrifice to make available to all the energy source all so badly 
need. 
By John Whitehair 
The resentment of the Arabs to the possibility is strong, and should be. 
The criticism arising within the United States is just as strong and should 
be. 
But this is not the essential point here. The essential point is that there 
seems ^lome basis to suspect that Americans are being psychologically 
conditioned to the chance of the use of its military forces to control Arab 
oil. ^ 
Told often enough, in one way or another, that it is the only means of 
insuring continued supply of oil — and we are least affected by high 
prices or another embargo ~ can Americans accept an act of war of the 
sort suggested? The answer must be no; let us not be misled. 
If this apparent conditioning is by chance, it can and has to be halted at 
once. If deUberate and by design, then Americans must resist in disgust 
and refuse to let themselves become victims of an effort to twist their 
minds. 
The secretary of defense, by the way, has said the United States has no 
intention of military action in the Mideast against oil producers. Yet it is 
safe to surmise that there are fdans in the Pentagon for it — just in case. 
That is simply the job of the strategists: Be prepared for any even­
tualities. 
Consequently, it is up to every American dedicated to American ideals 
to reaffirm loyalty to them, in spite of attempts to convinr- he people 
there can be any justification to compromise them. 
The worldwide oil price-and-supply war is a real one, but it is now an 
economic, peaceful one. Let it remain so. And let it be fought with money, 
with economic parrying, with the forces of worldwide pressures, in­
fluences, discussions and compromises. 
With outright armed conflict — with the U.S. the aggressor — never. 
We could win, yes. But, we would lose our own self-respect and that of 
so many others, lose our faith in government founded in principle, and 
more — a part of the American soul which has made us great. 
I read in a local newspaper the 
other day how the police had 
arrested eight people at a party 
because they were smoking 
marijuana. They were in a private 
home but someone tipped off the 
police to the illegal activity and all 
of the party goers were arrested. 
They were all taken to the county 
jail and bail was set at $2000 each. 
Now I think it is high time (no 
pun intented) that police stop 
arresting people for something as 
uncriminal as smoking marijuana. 
If I legally purchase over the 
counter a h^hly addictive drug, a 
bottle of whiskey, and drink it all at 
once, it will sure as hell kill me. 
But no one is going to arrest me for. 
drinking it at a party. I can buy 
another highly addictive drug from 
a vending machine located almost 
everywhere. This drug, tobacco, is 
even labeled on the package that it 
is dangerous to my health. Using it 
can cause death from cancer, 
heart disease, or emphysema. But 
I will never have to post $2000 bail 
for holding 20 joints of this sub­
stance. 
Not too long ago. Dr. Robert 
DuPont, one of the top White House 
drug abuse officials, recom­
mended that marijuana be 
decriminalized. The U.S. attorney 
in Washington, D.C. announced 
recently that he will no longer 
prosecute people for possessing the 
equivalent of five marijuana 
cigarettes. 
Twelve months ago Oregon 
became the first state to remove 
criminal penalties for possession of 
small amounts of marijuana. 
Today, according to an Oregon 
prosecuter, state courts have been 
unclogged, there is more jail space 
for felons, police have more time to 
pursue serious crimes and there is 
more respect for the police among 
yoimg persons. 
Equally as significant, according 
to Dr. Thomas E. Bryant, 
president of the privately funded 
Drug Abuse Council, are results of 
a survey the council commissioned 
in the state of Oregon. Preliminary 
analysis of this report inchoates 
that the number of marijuana 
smokers has not increased since 
decriminalization and that, of 
those who have smoked marijuana 
since the new law was pass^, 40 
per cent said tiieir use decreased 
and only 5 per cent said their use 
increased. 
Even the conservative colum­
nists, William F. Buckley Jr. has 
come out in favor of the 
decriminalization of Marijuana. 
He says: "Pot is harmful, but 
j)eople shouldn't go to jail for it." 
Now is the time for a cease fire to 
be called in the generational war 
over marijuana. 
So now you ask, "What can I, as 
Joe tax paying American citizen, 
do to help bring peace to both 
sides?" 
Well for starters you can help 
support Assembly Bill 95. This 
newly introduced bill, sponsored 
by Senator George R. Moscone 
(San Francisco) will change the 
California marijuana law to one 
similiar to Oregon's. Penalties for 
possession of small amounts of 
marijuana would be reduced from 
a felony to an infraction, 
punishable by a maximum fine of 
$100. Senator Muscone, the Senate 
Democrat leader, is the former 
CJhairperson of the Senate Select • 
Committee on the Control of 
Marijuana. 
Under SB 95, possession and 
transfer without consideration of 
up to 3 ounces of marijuana would 
be an infraction, punishable by a 
fine of up to $100. Other minor 
marijuana offenses, such as using 
or being under the influence of' 
• marijuana, would also be reduced 
to an infraction. Felony penalties 
for the sale or cultivation of 
marijuana would remain un­
changed. 
While this is not a full 
decriminalization measure, it ; 
removes jail penalties and the 
possibility of incarceration for 
marijuana offenses which 
currently comprise 90-95 per cent 
of all marijuana arrests. Under 
fH*esent California law, simple 
possession of any amount of 
marijuana carries a mandatory 
felony arrest record and is , 
punishable by up to 10 years in 
state prison for first offenders, and 
up to life imprisonment for third 
time offenders. SB 95 adopts the 
principle embodied in the Oregon 
law that simple possession is not a 
recidivist offense, and treats both 
first and subsequent offenses as 
infractions, punishable by a fine 
only. 
Governor Edmund G. Brown, Jr. 
is on record in support of the 
Oregon approach, and has stated 
that he will sign legislation which 
would implement it into California ^ 
law. This is in sharp contrast with 
former Governor Ronald Reagon, 
who vetoed three similar bills in 
1973 which would have reduced the 
present harsh penalties for 
marijuana offenses. 
The best way to support this bill 
is to send a personal letter of.^ 
support for SB 95 or a copy of this 
editorial to the State Senators and 
Members of the State Assembly 
from the local area. But please 
remember, time is of the essence. 
The Senate Judiciary Committee 
will be hearing testimony on SB 95 
on Tuesday, February 11th so 
letters of support should be sent 
before that date. : 
Remember, only you can change ' 
the marijuana laws. 
The 
referendum 
IS coming r 
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